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Handling Permanent Failures via Monitoring
If a job has failed and will never succeed, it stands to reason that the only
way to fix the underlying problem is first to become aware of it. An extremely
common way to do this is to configure an error catching service (or error
catcher), like Honeybadger1 or Bugsnag.2

An error catcher is a service that integrates with your app to receive notifica-
tions of any unhandled exception, including those from your Sidekiq jobs.
The error catcher then notifies you about the exception via email or an alerting
system like Pager Duty. The idea is that you don’t have to proactively check
for failed jobs; instead, you allow the error catcher to notify you if a job fails.
The example app you set up includes a mock error catcher so you can see
how it works without having to sign up for a real service and manage that
integration.

To connect Sidekiq to an error catcher, you’ll need to configure an error han-
dler. Sidekiq’s configuration provides the attribute error_handlers, an array of
Proc objects that are called when an unhandled error is caught. Our mock
error catcher has a client library class included in the example app ErrorCatch-
erServiceWrapper, which has a method named notify that will send the exception
to the service.

To set this up, you’ll need to create an initializer for Sidekiq in config/initializ-
ers/sidekiq.rb. It will look like the following code, with the Proc configured for the
error catcher:

snapshots/2-1/sidekiq-book/config/initializers/sidekiq.rb
Sidekiq.configure_server do |config|

config.error_handlers << ->(exception,context_hash) {
ErrorCatcherServiceWrapper.new.notify(exception)

}
end

Let’s see this in action by introducing a permanent failure. Add a line of code
to raise an exception at the start of OrderCreator’s complete_order method, which
is what CompleteOrderJob calls:

snapshots/2-1/sidekiq-book/app/services/order_creator.rb
def complete_order(order)

raise 'forced error to demonstrate error-catching'➤

payments_response = charge(order)
if payments_response.success?

1. https://www.honeybadger.io
2. https://www.bugsnag.com
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Now, create a new order using the example app. After doing so, you should
be redirected to the new order’s show page, but even after reloading that page,
the order should still indicate that payment, email, and order fulfillment are
in progress, as shown in the next screenshot.

A screenshot of the order show page that indicates that the payment, notifi-
cation email, and order fulfillment request are all pending.

Now, Go to the Sidekiq Web UI at http://localhost:3000/sidekiq and click on “Retries.”
You should see that the CompleteOrderJob is there, along with the error message
you added to complete_order. Sidekiq will also show you when it’s planning on
retrying the job, as shown in this screenshot:

A screenshot of the Sidekiq Web UI’s Retries page. It shows a single job’s class
and error message, along with an indicator of when the job will be retried.

The mock error catcher has a Web UI you can examine to view the notifications
it has received. You can see it at http://localhost:3001, and it should look like the
shot below. If you see a notification here, a real error catcher would’ve notified
you.
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A screenshot of the mock error catcher that shows a table with entries for all
the retry attempts. Each entry shows a timestamp, the exception class name,
and the exception’s message.

Now, undo the syntax error:

snapshots/2-2/sidekiq-book/app/services/order_creator.rb
def complete_order(order)

# removed forced error➤

payments_response = charge(order)
if payments_response.success?

Go back to the Retries section of the Sidekiq Web UI. If the job is still there
waiting to be retried, click it, then click “Retry.” You should be returned to
the Retries section and not see anything there—the job succeeded! If you
refresh the order show page, you should see that all the operational stuff has
completed properly.

What’s important to take away here is that if you had not been notified about
the job failure, you wouldn’t have known to fix the underlying problem and
the job would never have succeeded. This mechanism of being notified of
failure works extremely well…until you start getting transient failures, which
are far more common.
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